DAKSTER SULLIVAN
WRITER | STORYTELLER | GRAPHIC DESIGNER
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MISSION STATEMENT
EDUCATE and INSPIRE
others to see the beauty
in themselves, while also
RENEWING the mind, body,
and spirit through creative
storytelling.
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DISCOVER MY

WORK & LIFESTYLE
I enjoy any work that gives me a creative challenge or
allows me to help others.
My 6+ years experience with GeekMom blog as a Core
Contributor backs up my knowledge of writing on a wide
range of topics including:
Press Events & Conventions
Product reviews
Mental Illness
Cosplay
Interviews with Movie and TV Celebrities
Book Commentary
I’ve also had the privilege of designing featured images,
cruise vacation graphics, logos, as well as shoot & edit
several videos including an award-winning shortdocumentary.
I'm an advocate for mental illness awareness and spend
part of my free time helping charities through my love of
costuming.
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DISCOVER MY

STATS

4

6
7

Directors
Awards Won

Comic Book
Stories Published

Years of Creative
Experience

52+
Charity Events Worked

800 +
Designs Created

13

15

Lynda.com
Certificates

Successful Video
Projects

600 +
Articles Written
For GeekMom Blog
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WHO IS MY

TARGET AUDIENCE
Moms between the ages of 30 - 45
Living in the suburbs or small city
Income of $45,000 - $50,000
High school up to college education
Driven to promote their new
business or product
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WHAT ARE PEOPLE

SAYING

"I loved your post about hashtags and online petitions
and such. Very well written." - Jenny Williams, Editor - GeekMom Blog

Have I said how much fun it is working with you?
Your enthusiasm is contagious. - Corrina Lawson, Editor - GeekMom Blog
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WHAT ARE MY
LOGO & GRAPHIC DESIGN
Creating logos is one of the most
challenging things a graphic designer
can do but I enjoy a good, creative
challenge!

SERVICES
WEB DESIGN
Your web page is your digital front
door for your customers. Welcome
them in with a site that matches your
brand identity and encourages
engagement with your company.

BRAND IDENTITY STRATEGIZING
Your brand is what your customers
will associate with your product. What
message do you want them to receive
when they see your logo or product
line?

CONSULTING
I can help you learn to make simple
changes to your website, how to write
content that engages your customer,
and post up on your preferred social
media channel so you get the most
out of each post.

CONTENT CREATION
Your customers want to know your
story. For this, you need content
ranging from write-ups, images, and
video. Anything to catch their attention
and make them want to stick around
and learn more about who YOU are.

AND MORE!
With a Bachelor's in Media
Communications I have the education
to do more than what you see here. If
you have an idea CONTACT ME and
see if I can help YOU bring it to life!
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QUOTED ON A

DC COMICS TITLE
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WHAT ARE SOME

FAQ
What is your preferred social media platform?
My preferred social media platform depends on what I'm wanting to promote and what demographic I want to promote to. For example,
Instagram and YouTube are where the younger crowd gets their media. Being a millennial myself, I prefer Instagram because it's visual and
Twitter because the limited characters force people to get to the point quickly. Facebook is my least favorite form of social media because
they are always changing their system for how a post is seen and that makes it difficult for businesses to be seen.

What is your biggest challenge?
My biggest challenge is overcoming the anxiety I feel about each new project. The rush of a new challenge, the thrill of wondering "what will
I create this time" can be overwhelming. This is a good thing for my clients because it also makes me strive harder to make every project
the very best it can possibly be.

Where did the name "Dakster" come from?
As a child, I enjoyed watching Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and my favorite villain was Baxter Stockman. My initials are DAK and one day my
dad come up with Dakster after watching the show with me. The name stuck and I prefer to use it over my given name.

Why are you marketing towards mothers?
I'm a mother of two children, my son and my husband (face it, ladies, our husbands are our firstborns). I understand that as a mom we don't
always have a lot of time to dedicate to something WE want to do. My dream has been to be a freelance creator so I can spend more time
with my family. Now I'm ready to help make another mom's dream come true.
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HOW DO YOU

REACH ME
WEBSITE

TWITTER

DaksterSullivan.com

@DaksterSullivan

FACEBOOK

E-MAIL

/DaksterSullivan

contact@dakstersullivan.com
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SO WHAT ARE

YOU
WAITING FOR?
REACH OUT TO ME TODAY TO FIND OUT
WHAT I CAN DO FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT!

